LEARN LIBRARY – Selected Resources

The following learning resources range from setting the stage for lean through to applying lean considerations for sustaining the enterprise. This is by no means an exhaustive list in a continuously changing and improving world; it is, however, a compilation of resources that companies, organizations and institutions are using today to prepare for their tomorrows.

How to Borrow the Resource

The Productivity Improvement Team has these resources available to lend to agriculture and agri-processing companies.

Sign out these resources for 45 days by:
Phone: 780-679-1307

PREPARING: GETTING READY FOR LEAN

Getting serious about continuous improvement


Martichenko, R. (2008). Everything I Know About Lean I Learned in First Grade. Cambridge, MA: Lean Enterprise Institute, Inc


Preparing for change


Bringing people, processes & technology together


Achieving followers & results through people


SUSTAINING:

Sustaining results & preparing for tomorrow today


